...the full CD “Seems Like Dreams” is here...My Music

...I made the news...

...I get my 15 minutes of fame :)...enjoy...

OFPMFP: Poetry and Images from kosak cawfeemug (Gilbert Satchell)
...the jet stream is blending across the equator, this is not normal...it may be that the Earth is trying to transfer heat away from the Heat Blob near New Zealand in an act of self-defense...
it is forecast that an El Nino will develop in 2020, the heat is starting to stack up along the equator, will it be part of the El Nino?, if it gets to looking like the Heat Blob by New Zealand I hope not!!!...the link so you can watch it live in real time...

https://earth.nullschool.net/#current/ocean/primary/waves/overlay=sea_surface_temp_anomaly/equirectangular=-105.00,0.00,193

...the current storm over the U.S. at 700 millibars above the surface...

https://earth.nullschool.net/#current/wind/isobaric/700hPa/orthographic=-91.04,32.43,286

...click on the image for a larger view...

America makes me sick and here are a few reasons why...

...I had posted a bunch of crap about the chaos that is our country, all it was doing was adding to my stress and making me ill, more so than before...see the example below...we have 3 things collapsing at the same time, world governance, world
environments and the mass extinction of life on Earth…good luck, try and stay safe in the days ahead, there aren’t that many left…

The Americans dying because they can’t afford medical care

Millions of Americans – as many as 25% of the population – are delaying getting medical help because of skyrocketing costs


A December 2019 poll conducted by Gallup found 25% of Americans say they or a family member have delayed medical treatment for a serious illness due to the costs of care, and an additional 8% report delaying medical treatment for less serious illnesses. A study conducted by the American Cancer Society in May 2019 found 56% of adults in America report having at least one medical financial hardship, and researchers warned the problem is likely to worsen unless action is taken.

…I am one of those being talked about…over $700 Billion, with a capital B for the Killing Machine (MIC) and people are dying due to lack of affordable healthcare…America is sick in it’s perversion for killing things…we are even killing off the planet so billionaires can make a profit and run the government just ask Bloomberg or Steyer…This Is Insanity…

Puerto Ricans are sleeping in the streets, and not a peep from their POTUS. Criminal.

The President still hasn’t released over $8 billion of congressionally approved disaster aid to help #PuertoRico recover from hurricanes that struck more than 2 yrs ago. It’s cruel, illegal & makes recovering from these earthquakes even more challenging. https://t.co/zn6Ug0RTcv


As Puerto Rico Reels After Earthquake, Democrats Demand Trump End ‘Illegal’ Withholding of $18 Billion in Disaster Funds

“Boricuas deserve so much better than this.”
As Puerto Rico dealt with the fallout from a series of devastating earthquakes in recent days, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi joined calls Thursday for the Trump administration to release $18 billion in disaster aid to the island more than two years after the money was appropriated.

…just a continuation of the insanity that is “disaster don”…these people are us, they are Americans too, how does that make you feel? your turn is next…

McConnell Backs Resolution to Change Senate Rules and Dismiss Trump Impeachment Articles Before They Are Even Sent

“McConnell’s trying to change the rules of the Senate to cover up for President Trump? No one should be surprised.”

…a clear subversion of the Constitution, make no mistake, this empire is dying, the republicans are killing America, for what? why? under who’s guidance?…

Rudy Giuliani wants the Supreme Court to step in and declare the Constitution unconstitutional

Pain, cancer, death: Michigan families devastated by toxic chemicals in their water

Residents had for years been drinking water contaminated by dangerous PFAS chemicals – and the impact has been brutal

Still, PFAS production and use is unabated in the state as Republicans in Michigan, Congress and the
White House have successfully blocked stricter regulations.

Australia is burning. The Arctic is melting. Yet Trump keeps gutting climate change regulations.


…are you beginning to understand that this is domestic terrorism? we are being poisoned by our own government while the medical community makes a bundle in profits…how sick is this?…

Green Groups Denounce Trump Rule Change That Takes ‘Chainsaw to a Bedrock Environmental Law’

“These changes mean polluting corporations will have an easier time doing whatever they want, wherever they want, with even less consideration for climate change.”


Anti-Earth Day: Trump drops requirements for environmental review of most mines, pipelines, industry

…crimes against humanity…

Virginia Democrats won an election. Gun owners are talking civil war

Democrats’ pledge to pass new gun laws has sparked a grassroots pro-gun movement that will bring thousands of activists to a volatile rally this month

...just some more crazy insanity here...nothing to see here, now move along...oh wait, they’re at the door screaming hate and they have guns and all they wanna do is kill, kill, kill and kill some more cuz nothing not a damn thing is more important than their gun...here, let me put it where the sun don’t shine and pull the trigger...see more at my page on Hate, yes, it is a disease ... [Hate is a disease]

We’re Staying, US Tells Iraq After Being Asked to Leave

The Iraqi Parliament voted on January 5 to ask U.S. forces to leave the country.

https://www.commondreams.org/news/2020/01/10/were-staying-us-tells-iraq-after-being-asked-leave

Iraq attempts to expel foreign terrorists, but U.S. refuses to help—because we are the terrorists

...so now we are going to be an occupying force? WTF, do we have plans of overthrowing the government and installing our own people? to make it another sub-state like Puerto Rico?...nobody wants us around and we tell them too bad and watch the violence against us escalate, this puts our troops in more danger, what a stupid thing to do, waste lives and money for what? MIC profits!...